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Automated Solar Tracking Photovoltaic Array  

With Capability to Charge Electronic Devices via USB  
 

Overview 
Design a dual axis solar tracking system to align a solar panel toward the sun 
throughout the day while capable of charging USB devices. A dual axis system will 
improve efficiency by 36% compared to fixed array systems. Harris Corporation brought 
this task to us and was our sponsor and advisor during the course of this semester. 
Challenges are sure to arise when incorporating both mechanical and electrical 
implementations and calls for both EE and ME members to pull together to overcome 
these challenges.  

 

 
Objectives 
The main components of our design system will include a photo-sensor apparatus, a mechanical structure to hold 
the PV array, the implementation of motors to turn the array in both the azimuthal and elevation directions, and to 
incorporate the ability to charge devices through a USB port. 

 
Approach 
• We established a set of engineering requirements and customer needs approved by Harris Corp. 

o Effectively track the sun within 10° of incidence, portable, lightweight, and ease of user interface. 
• We researched for the best possible ways to accomplish objectives that Harris and our group established. 
• After some design and redesign, we found concrete ideas to follow on Light Detection, Energy Storage, 

Control System, Actuation, and Power Consumption. 
• We then split into groups and worked on small tasks at hand while maintaining communication to secure a 

strong sense of the overall progress of the project. 
• Some key aspects that we incorporated in our design were DC motors, Photo-resistors, Gears, and a micro-

controller for the control system.  
• Experiments were completed on the photo-resistors and we established the best ones for our system. 
• We systematically starting putting the items together and started troubleshooting. Realizing the bulk of the 

challenges was in the mechanical design. 
• Having a fabricated prototype with design issues resolved we connected all the wires and components for an 

initial rotational movement test, with the photo-sensors attached. 
• We designed a Solid Works model which proved that our device will have good full range motion when we 

tested. 
• Then we attached the Photo-sensor apparatus, and implanted the control algorithm onto the micro-controller it 

was time to test and run experiments. 
• Confirming that are design worked, but was rugged with overshoot in the rotational axes, we did some 

tweaking in the code and implemented pulse width modulation (PWM) to 
slow start the motors eliminating overshoot, and giving us accurate 
results. 

 
Outcomes 
• The sponsor will be able to manufacture a portable, lightweight solar 

panel which will maximize efficiency for outdoor enthusiasts. 
• This innovative design is not widely implemented in the market, yet it 

has promising results and may have a presence in the near future. 


